What is trueperella?
Trueperella is a bacterium that can cause lesions in multiple areas of the body including the lungs, mouth, skin, and liver. It is a common cause of abscesses and pneumonia in deer. It also causes lesions on the face, ears, neck, lungs, and lymph nodes. It is one of the types of bacteria that is known to contribute to the disease lumpy jaw. In young fawns, it is a common cause of mortality (Ribeiro et al. 2015).

How is trueperella transmitted in deer?
This organism is a normal inhabitant of the intestinal tract of deer, cattle, pigs, and other ruminants. Sick animals shed the bacteria in their feces, contaminating their pens. Deer become infected by eating contaminated feed or dirt. Animals can also become infected through open cuts and wounds in their skin, and the bacteria can be transmitted by flies (Hogan et al. 1999). Although this bacterium can live in the intestines of animals without harm, if it migrates into other areas of the body and proliferates in different organs, it becomes pathogenic.

Is trueperella contagious?
Yes, but usually via contact with infected soil. Animals typically ingest infected soil or rub that soil into open wounds. Flies can also transmit the bacteria from animal to animal. It is possible to transmit the bacteria directly through mucous membranes and open wounds during animal-to-animal contact.
What are the symptoms of trueperella infection?
1. Abscesses, especially of the mouth, legs, and lymph nodes
2. Lameness
3. Pneumonia
4. Common first signs of illness are open sores on the legs or at the base of antlers on mature bucks, and raspy breath associated with pneumonia.

How serious is trueperella?
It usually causes a localized infection that is easy to manage if diagnosed quickly and properly treated. If it is not treated early or if it gets into the lungs or other organs, it is often life-threatening.

Can trueperella impact my entire herd?
The disease usually affects only a few adult deer at a time, but fawns are more susceptible, and the bacteria can rapidly spread through a group of fawns. In 2016, more than ten percent of all farmed fawn deaths were attributed to trueperella.

What is the treatment for trueperella?
Early detection and treatment is the best way to prevent major illness and/or mortality. While studies have shown a high prevalence of antibiotic resistance, NuFlor (Centiofur) is the most common medication used to treat trueperella (Ribeiro et al. 2015). In addition to treating the respiratory infection, topically treating any wounds, particularly for fawns, is recommended. If you spot an external abscess, lance, drain, and flush it right away. Quick treatment of abscesses dramatically increases chances of resolution. Contact your veterinarian for specific treatment recommendations.

How can I prevent trueperella in my herd?
Environmental conditions can make animals more susceptible to diseases. Animals may be stressed due to factors such as heat and humidity, making them more susceptible to certain types of infections. Trueperella is most commonly transmitted via feces, so keep pens clean and dry and avoid stocking animals heavily to reduce the risk of infection. Early detection, rapid treatment, and in some cases isolating sick animals from the rest of the herd are key steps to reducing the risk of death for fawns that are already ill (Jost et al. 2014). Daily visual checks of your animals is an important component of animal husbandry. Look for lethargic (tired) animals and any that have separated themselves from the herd because lethargy and isolation are early indicators of illness.
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